2018 NOVEMBER – DECEMBER
FARE BELLA WORKSHOPS
All classes taught by Patrice Filler

MAKE A MEMORY—
turn your painting into a charming Christmas greeting
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 7 10-3 $60
Draped in snow or glittering Winter light, all things of the Season will
be our inspiration.
The possibilities and subject matter—endless! Create a seasonal
painting that will be turned into a lovely personalized greeting card. I
will help you pull it all together with a little added sparkle and
surprise—the gift that keeps on giving.
Make this Christmas special by bringing back the traditional hand
written greeting.
No digital wishes this Christmas, please!

LUMINOUS ASPEN
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 28 10 -3 $60
Paint a portrait of an atmosphere…. painting the glorious Aspen.
Learn the unique characteristics of the bark caused by weather and
wildlife. Use simple techniques to duplicate the fluttering leaves.
We will combine warm and cool shades of the Season to establish
glowing atmospheric paintings. Add a bit of gold or silver leaf for
interest and sparkle. (provided)
We will combine traditional and experimental techniques.

WATERCOLOR BATIK
WEDNESDAY DECEMBER 12 10 – 3 $65
Discover the fascinating process of Batik—layer by
layer. Using Kinwashi rice paper, watercolor paint
and wax, we will create a painting that is a one of a
kind surprise. This process takes a bit of time and
patience but the outcome is well worth it.
To class bring paints and brushes. All other supplies
provided.
NO experience necessary…Perfect for the beginner.
Class fills fast, register quickly!

WHERE YOU DO NOT PAINT IS AS IMPORTANT AS WHERE YOU DO PAINT…..
Leave a place to rest the eye…..leave a little WHITE of the paper. You do
not have to cover every inch of your paper with information! Experiment
with the vignette for a different approach. Watercolor lends itself
beautifully to this technique.
Remember….if you are asking yourself ‘am I finished,’ you probably are.
Step back for a moment and approach the painting with fresh eyes.

“Humility is not thinking less of yourself, it’s thinking of yourself less.”
CS Lewis

FEATURE STUDENT/ARTIST: SHARON WALKER
Kind, nurturing, encouraging, generous, inspiring….the list goes
on. A fighting spirit is hidden beneath the calm, gentle soul of
this talented artist. Always open to try something new.
Sharon was raised in the Northwest but has been in Colorado for
30 years. She has been married to her charming husband
Richard (a pilot and certified flight instructor) for 17 years.
Sharon has three grown children and Richard has two. Between
them they have eight grandchildren. Yes…..eight!
Sharon has always loved art and is drawn to plein air painting.
She has taken numerous workshops, taking her all over the country. When she isn’t
painting she is photographing, cooking or reading. Richard and Sharon love camping
and exploring Colorado when time allows. They also have a great art collection.
Sharon is a dear friend who always lights up a room.
And that light is bright and beautiful.
Life is better with Sharon in it.

